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About
We believe in using technology to modernize 
benefits and HR.
Until now enrollment and HR technology has been outsourced, expensive and difficult to use.  
We’re here to change that by putting brokers in control of their client’s data, bringing the costs 
down so every employer in the country can benefit from our beautiful technology and making it 
easy to use.  

Support
We’ve implemented a three pronged approach to support:

For Brokers
TECHNOLOGY THAT DOESN’T BREAK THE BANK 
We believe you should be able to give your clients the best in 
class enrollment and HR technology for free.

NO MORE PAPER 
Never worry about tracking down a signed app or wondering 
if employees have reviewed all of their compliance documents.

CONTROL YOUR DATA 
A third party should never get in the way of your client data.  We 
make sure you have access to your groups 24/7, 365.

For Employers
STREAMLINED EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT  
Know instantly when enrollment events occur and minimize claim 
and billing issues.

EMPOWERED EMPLOYEES  
Our easy to navigate self-service portal puts employees in the 
driver’s seat.

IMPROVED EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATION  
Whether it’s benefits, compliance or messaging, employees are always 
in the loop. 

TRAINING - Each one of our clients goes through a comprehensive training process 
to make sure you know Employee Navigator like the back of your hand.

ONGOING SUPPORT - We never leave your side. Our support staff is filled with 
friendly, knowledgeable customer success advocates.  Give us a call and we promise 
someone will actually answer – that’s right, no waiting and no automated phone 
obstacle course! 

RESOURCES - No matter how you learn, there is a resource available for you, whether 
it is our online support site, videos, webinars or our interactive training software.  
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$1.25 Billion in 

Active Premium

Statistics

*A brief introductory video can also be viewed at https://youtu.be/YIH3kIRmDTk*



Modernize
Isn’t it time your benefits and HR management 
caught up with the rest of your company.

PAPERLESS - Paper forms and files 
are replaced by a centralized HR 
management console and employee 
portal that’s always up-to-date. 

EFFICIENT - Manage your 
interactions in one place so you 
can spend more time growing your 
business and less time on manual 
processes.

ACCESSIBLE - Help your employees 
help themselves by allowing HR and 
employees to find the information 
they need without having to call for 
support.

CONTROL - Go beyond the basics 
and improve communication and 
engagement with quick access to 
reports and configuration tools. 

• Improves communication
• Gain instant access to your data
• Easy to use and customize
• Streamlines benefit shopping experience
• Modernizes employee management

THE BASICS
• Personnel records

management
• Salary history
• Dependent management
• Emergency contacts
• License & certificates
• Education
• Job descriptions

 STREAMLINE
• New hire and open

enrollment 
• Defined Contribution
• Decision support
• Medical, dental, vision
• Critical illness & accident
• Life & disability
• FSA, HSA & transit accounts
• EOI  & COBRA support

NEXT LEVEL
• Online personnel notes
• Event transaction logs
• Track & approve employee

changes
• Event based compliance

triggers
• Customizable onboarding
• Document uploading for

employees

• Easy access to HR information
• Intuitive benefit enrollment
• On-the go mobile access
• Paperless on-boarding
• Employee self-service
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Getting Started with Employee Navigator 
Manage and automate HR and benefits enrollment.

FOR
HUMAN RESOURCES

FOR 
EMPLOYEES



Give new hires an awesome �rst 
day, not a stack of paperwork.

Employee Navigator’s onboarding 
tools make it easy for HR to get 
new hires up and running without 
endless amounts of paperwork.  

Easily complete 
new hire forms  

We made completing new 
hire forms painless for 
employees & HR.

Compliance 
simplified 

There’s no shortage of 
policies employees need 
to sign o� on; our digital 
file makes tracking them a 
walk in the park.  

Safety and training 
modernized 

Modernize training, 
improve worksite safety & 
reduce workers comp 
costs.

Paperless benefit 
elections 

Don’t stop with 
onboarding, benefits can 
also be seamlessly 
managed online.
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SET UP ONBOARDING IN MINUTES 
AND PUT THE REST ON AUTO-PILOT

WELCOME TO DELIGHTFUL ONBOARDING 

Simple to set-up and manage

Delightful onboarding starts with superior software

Intuitive self-service Customizable for every business

Comprehensive audit trail





Mobile
Employee communication used to be difficult, not anymore!
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To get started

Search “Employee Navigator in 
the Apple or Google app store

Download our free mobile app

Enter the same username 
and password used to log 
into Employee Navigator

Employee Navigator delivers critical information to employees when and where they need it most.  The “HR 
In Hand” app gives employees instant access to critical benefits and company information, including:

• Virtual ID cards
• Plan Summaries
• Plan Documents
• Provider Directories
• Pharmacy/Laboratory Location
• Rx information
• Employee Directories
• Company Forms & Resources
• And more
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Logout
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Security Overview 

Methodology 

At Employee Navigator, we achieve the highest level of security by performing full security audits of 

our product and infrastructure regularly. Our security practices have been evaluated as part of our SOC 

2 Type I attestation. 

Encryption Security Overview 

Your transmitted data is kept safe using the highest encryption standards available, including 256-bit 

SSL encryption. This is the same technology that banks use to keep your account information safe and 

all account information you provide, including passwords and personal information details, is protected 

using this technology. 

Backup 

Employee Navigator employs state of the art back-up and firewall technology to ensure that your 

information is always available, no matter what happens. Our system stores back-ups in multiple 

secure locations and is updated throughout the day, every day. 

Physical Security 

Our servers are hosted at Tier III, SSAE-16 and ISO 27001:2005 compliant facilities which are Safe 

Harbor Certified. Our facilities feature 24-hour manned security, biometric access control, video 

surveillance, and physical locks. The co-location facilities are powered by redundant power, each with 

UPS and backup generators. All systems, networked devices, and circuits are monitored by both 

Employee Navigator and the co-location providers. 

Secure at Every Step 

We built the Employee Navigator product entirely on our own so we are able to monitor and keep safe 

every aspect of our software. All access to data within Employee Navigator is governed by access rights, 

authenticated by username and password and your Employee Navigator instance administrator can 

define granular access privileges.  Employee Navigator also follows secure credential storage best 

practices by storing passwords using the bcrypt (salted) hash function. Our security architecture 

ensures segregation of customer data and stricter access restrictions for Employee Navigator’s HR 

mobile app. 



Behind the Scenes 

Employee Navigator’s multi-pronged approach to security ensures you are protected at all times. We 

adhere to industry standards for protecting your data, securing our web application, and processing 

all transactions. We've created policies across our entire organization to ensure that Employee 

Navigator offers the highest level of security.   

SOC 2 

Employee Navigator has completed the SOC 2 Type 1 Audit.  A SOC 2 report is intended to evaluate an 

organizations information systems relevant to security, availability, processing integrity, 

confidentiality & privacy.  Employee Navigator’s SOC 2 report is available upon request. 

HIPAA 

There are no official government or industry certifications for HIPAA compliance.  In order to support 

HIPAA compliance, Employee Navigator has reviewed the HIPAA regulation and updated its product, 

policies and procedures to support customers around their need to be HIPAA compliant.  The 

Employee Navigator product/platform meets the obligations required by HIPAA, however customers 

are also responsible for enforcing policies within their organizations to meet HIPAA compliance.  Some 

of Employee Navigator’s controls that are relevant to HIPAA include: 

 Controls to provide reasonable assurance for defining and granting access to users permitted by

the users entity.

 Controls to provide reasonable assurance that the user entity’s method for accessing Employee

Navigator application is configured with proper logical security protocols.

 Controls to provide reasonable assurance that user accounts and access permissions are

correctly specified on an ongoing basis, including revoking accounts.




